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A Race Between Consciousness and Separation

They are all liars. Read the emails. They know it was a lab leak. They say so. But when 
it comes time to cover up, each has an epiphany—and the virus is naturally caused.

Who is Sir Jeremy Farrar? He reportedly began spreading 'bird flu' fear in 2000, and 
now is appointed as the lead scientist for the WHO, in support of its mission to 'strip 
away' sovereignty from nations, in order to control humanity, and to institute and man-
date 'vaccines' for every flu or illness. Also on the WHO committee is Neil Ferguson, 
known best for giving us a 200 million death model, for the SARSCV2 flu season.  

The politics involved is stupefying. Just the idea that a 'puffed-up', 'non-elected' pres-
ident, Biden (any election in which the FBI advocates for 1 candidate over another is 
no election), would even consider assigning US sovereignty to a 'bogus' global health 
cartel (WHO), qualifies as a conspiracy to commit treason under the US Constitution.

Leaving aside a coming plethora of 'vaccines' from 'those who know best', where are 
we with this SARSCV2 go-around? It's uncertain. What we do know is 'excess death' 
rates in the US (non-SARSCV2 related), are way up, showing no signs of abating. 

With 92% of Americans having taken 1 shot and 79% having taken 2, if future con-
sequences prove to be dire, we are talking about a 'paralyzed work force' and military. 
As I write, the State of Mississippi is conducting hearings to stop mRNA 'vaccines' in 
that state, install a medical professional to regulate the 'vaccines' (as does the surgeon 
general in Florida), and begin filing lawsuits against 'vaccine' manufacturers/regulators. 

Who is behind this 'vaccine' fiasco? Where did Moderna come from? Before the 
virus few had heard of it. And, how is it possible that drug regulators share in patent 
royalties? Or, how does Anthony Fauci, an alleged mass murderer, command $100K 
for an appearance? And, why are so few asking how 'ongoing' excessive rates of death 
(none SARSCV2), receive such scant coverage. Also, as the genocide plays-out, how 
will those who were deceived and subjected to a high-stakes divergence between 'real-
ity and narrative', come to accept facts about choices that they made—emotionally? 

Those that took the 'vaccines' out of fear, now that 'vaccines' are proving more dan-
gerous than the virus, how do they come to terms with having accepted a 'false narra-
tive', without studying potential risks of injury/death for themselves and for their kids?

We see reality-shifting within 'captains of drug racketeering', intended to 'save their 
asses' rather than bring clarity. Mostly it's perpetrators getting out of the line of fire. 



Fauci came out last week in support of revered physicians, who he attacked, censored, 
and cancelled. His new position: flu shots have generally not been effective and mRNA 
shots turned out be sub-par. Like all politicians whose offenses suggest charges to be 
brought—this is a grotesquely transparent attempt to once again—deceive the victims.

In Congress, House members grill purported drug-maker criminals and allegedly 
criminal regulatory agencies, with terse clarity—met with deafening network silence.

For Congresspersons that signed on to the SARSCV2 narrative, what happens when 
angry constituents want to know why recommendations were made that later proved to 
be devoid of science? And what about social media executives that censored science 
in support of the narrative? It's already happening: executives (Twitter), are under 
threat for what they did to stifle the discussion. Some have relocated and are in hiding.

Over at CDC/FDA (joined at the hip), Walensky lets us in on why she included  
'mRNA vaccines for children' in the protocol. Based on unspecified, unsubstantiated 
deaths in children due to SARSCV2, untested, emergency-use, 'non-vaccines' are in-
stituted to threaten lives of basically, unaffected children, so that regulators can make it 
available for kids who cannot afford to have their lives 'put at risk' on their own dime. 

It's sold to us as: US medical policy willingness to pare-down billions in profit, so that 
underprivileged/minority kids get equal-opportunity eligibility to drop dead in gym class.

If you think risks for 'vaccine passports' and the like have receded, for any who may 
have forgotten, at the height of the 'corona-flu', polls taken in California showed about 
half voting to keep the 'unvaccinated' housebound (forever), forced to take jabs, sent to 
internment camps, and 25% favored taking their kids away. They are still out there. 

Now, on CDC/FDA sites, you find articles on robust natural immunity protection from 
having had the virus, as compared to ever-declining protection from having had a host 
of 'vaccines'. Also, editorials on the ineffectiveness of masks are reaching the main-
stream (NYT). As fast as Fauci's unicycle can backpedal, the narrative is unravelling.

But facts are not indicative of change: over at CDC Ms. Walensky (Victoria Nolan's 
equivalent at State), shows no expedited rush to come clean about natural immunity.

Maybe you are as unaware (as I was), that the US spent 11T$ on SARSCV2—that's 
11X1000 billion dollars? Seems rather steep for a slightly more than risky flu epidemic? 
Then again, part of that 11T$ is added costs for making sure SARSCV2 lingers forever.

The US allegedly documented 1.5 million adverse reactions—the population of a 
good-sized American city. There were 500K VAERS cases, among which 32K deaths 
were reported. To divvy-up $400K that was put aside to compensate for 'adverse reac-
tions', 19 persons 'ran that gauntlet' to gain a position in the compensation queue. 

Many of the injuries were reported more than 2 years ago, but lacking 'scientific 
proof' (even if paralyzed the day of the jab), is not evidence. Proof has to come from 
those 'scientists' who were responsible for stifling 'free speech' and cancelling doctors. 
For 11T$, in a record time, we got a SARSCV2 'vaccine' that did little to stop the virus 
and nothing to slow transmission. To date the capital 'adverse injury outlay' totals zero.

So what's with my title? Humanity is in a 'race' for survival, with an elite pushing us 
towards separation. From what? From loved ones, recognizable culture, possessions, 
liberty, and in the end, our lives. Psychologically, separation is schizophrenia—a loss of 
connectivity. As this plays out, humanity either comes to consciousness or we live-out 
consequences of a broken psyche—across the world—and where we live and breathe. 

Contrarians can get my articles, by email, by request: erik@neverhadaboss.com. 


